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35:1 The wilderness and the desert will be glad. The wasteland of the Arabah will 
rejoice and blossom like a crocus. 2 It will bloom lavishly, and there will be great 
joy and singing. The glory of Lebanon will be given to it. It will be excellent like 
Carmel and Sharon. They will see the glory of the LORD, the majesty of our God. 
3 Strengthen the weak hands, and make the shaky knees steady. 4 Tell those who 
have a fearful heart: Be strong. Do not be afraid. Look! Your God will come with 
vengeance. With God’s own retribution, he will come and save you. 5 Then the 
eyes of the blind will be opened, and the ears of the deaf will be unplugged. 
6 The crippled will leap like a deer, and the tongue of the mute will sing for joy. 
Waters will flow in the wilderness, and streams in the wasteland. 7 The burning 
sand will become a pool, and in the thirsty ground there will be springs of 
water. There will be grass, reeds, and rushes where the haunts of jackals once 
lay. 8 A highway will be there, a road that will be called the holy way. The 
impure will not walk there. It will be reserved for those who walk in that holy 
way. Wicked fools will not wander onto it. 9 No lion will be there, nor will any 
ferocious animal go up on it. They will not be found there, but only the 
redeemed will walk there. 10 Then those ransomed by the LORD will return. They 
will enter Zion with a joyful shout, and everlasting joy will crown their heads. 
Happiness and joy will overtake them, and sorrow and sighing will flee away. 
 
Sometimes, there’s nothing to look forward to.  Kind of a strange thought to have 
leading up to Christmas where there are all kinds of things to look forward to, but 
that’s the mindset that ties all three of today’s readings together.  There’s nothing 
to look forward to.  In the second lesson, James counsels his readers to be patient 
under persecution.  They didn’t have much reason to think their situation would 
change.  In the gospel, you saw John the Baptism in prison.  He knew that it was 
highly likely that this imprisonment would end with his death at the hands of 
Herod.  Had his years of calling people to repentance meant anything, or would 
John’s name just be added to the list of prophets killed in Jerusalem?  

And then there is today’s first lesson – these words from Isaiah may not seem to 
fit with the other two at all until you spend some time thinking about the children 
of Israel – God’s chosen people of Old Testament times – and what might have 
been on their minds at this point in history.  Major world powers at the time – 
nations like Egypt, Assyria, and Babylon – took turns threatening to attack Israel, 
who was located right in between all of them.  And in addition to this political 
turmoil, prophets like Isaiah and others had been prophesying for decades, and 



when the people combined what they heard from the prophets with what they 
saw going on around them, it didn’t seem like there was much to look forward to.  

We get used to the beautiful words of comfort like today’s sermon text from the 
writings of Isaiah, but those were really only part of the message.  The first 34 
chapters of Isaiah are a somewhat daunting read.  When I read through Isaiah in 
my personal devotions, every time I am surprised at the sheer volume of gloom 
and destruction prophesied there.  Isaiah foretells God’s judgment on the nations 
who have rejected him, and that’s a long list: 
Assyria,  Babylon,  Moab,  Philistia,  Egypt, and others, including Israel herself – 
whom God warned to repent or face judgment.  When the faithful among God’s 
people looked for signs of repentance around them, they had to be discouraged 
by the apparent disregard most everyone seemed to have for the words of God’s 
prophet.  Was there any hope left for them?  Or would they all be swallowed up 
together in God’s coming judgment?  

Even though there have been lots of changes since bible times, I’m going to guess 
that each one of us can imagine a situation where it doesn’t seem like there’s 
much to be hopeful about.  Maybe it came about through the words of the doctor 
announcing a medical condition that changes everything.  Maybe a relationship 
ended or a loved one died and you’re left holding the pieces.  Maybe some kind of 
financial disaster struck.  Or maybe it’s not quite so noticeable physically, but 
spiritually you are astonished at the amount of sin you see in your life and you 
find yourself wondering if you can really be hopeful that God will really forgive all 
of that.  Today Isaiah explains why God’s people of all times can have our distress 
alleviated and those worries relieved, because despite what we see,  

THINGS ARE NOT AS THEY APPEAR.   

The almighty God intervenes.  He steps into the sinful darkness of our world and 
produces a change that brings lasting joy into our lives.  

We can see our need for divine intervention when we think about our natural 
reaction to the difficulties that enter life.  If you’re anything like me, your first 
reaction is probably to try and figure out what you can do to fix the issue.  And 
there’s nothing wrong with that at its most basic level – often times, God takes 
care of our problems by empowering us to do something about them.  But 
eventually we run into problems that we are powerless to affect – like we heard 



about in our scripture readings for today, and then there are really two 
choices.  We can pretend the problem doesn’t exist, or we can continue to try and 
fix it ourselves.  Eventually both of those tend to consume us, and the problem 
becomes an obsession that occupies our entire life and nearly paralyzes us.  Isaiah 
describes people struggling with that as people who have “feeble hands…knees 
that give way…fearful hearts – literally racing hearts,” paralyzed by fear and worry 
and guilt and yet unable to do anything to change the situation.  

The other option, of course, is to turn to God, and Isaiah recommends that.  His 
words of comfort begin with beautiful poetry describing an impossible and 
seemingly entirely unrelated scene: “The desert will be glad. The wasteland of 
the Arabah will rejoice and blossom like a crocus. It will bloom lavishly, and 
there will be great joy and singing. The glory of Lebanon will be given to it. It 
will be excellent like Carmel and Sharon. They will see the glory of the LORD, the 
majesty of our God.” (Isaiah 35:1-2).  To 21st century American ears, it sounds like 
some nice Hebrew poetry describing pretty plants, but to the Israelites it would 
have meant a lot more.  Lebanon, Carmel, and Sharon were some of the greenest 
and most fertile regions in the area – without some kind of divine intervention, 
there’s no way the dry and dusty desert would ever produce that kind of 
growth!  But with God, the impossible is no longer impossible.  

And that was the point Isaiah wanted to make, because with God, things are not 
as they appear.  Isaiah described the effect it has on our lives like this: 
“Strengthen the weak hands, and make the shaky knees steady. Tell those who 
have a fearful heart: Be strong. Do not be afraid. Look! Your God will come with 
vengeance. With God’s own retribution, he will come and save you” (Isaiah 
35:3-4).  Those Israelites who had been listing more closely and who knew there 
bible history well would have heard some familiar words in the original Hebrew – 
words that the Israelites heard and likely memorized from hundreds of years 
earlier when they first entered the promised land and God told Joshua – Be strong 
and courageous…do not be afraid…the LORD your God will be with you…and 
hearing those words they remembered how God had kept that promise so many 
times over in the subsequent centuries.  

And that was a promise God would continue to keep, because that same message 
would be repeated in the wilderness of Judea several hundred years later, out in 
the fields near the little town of Bethlehem, spoken from the mouth of the angel: 



“Do not be afraid.  I bring you good news of great joy that will be for all the 
people.  Today, in the town of David, a Savior has been born to you.  He is Christ 
the Lord.”  And he would change everything by entering into a world filled with 
sinful darkness and taking on his own shoulders the punishment sinful, fearful, 
self-centered people deserve for our refusal to trust the almighty God.  He would 
change our guilt into peace by washing that sin away in the blood he shed.  He 
would change our faithless hearts and put sinful people back into a good 
relationship the holy God – things are not as they appear!  

And so Isaiah tells the Israelites: when it seems like God’s judgment is inevitable, 
do not fear.  No matter how things might appear, God’s promises are not 
canceled by the sin you see around you, the Messiah is still on the way.  Do not be 
afraid.  For John the Baptist, Jesus expressed the same idea in different 
words.  No matter what appearances might have indicated, King Herod wasn’t 
going to stop Jesus from being the Messiah, and John could see evidence for that 
all around him.  

For you and me today too, Isaiah says do not be afraid, things are not as they 
appear.  God’s promise of forgiveness has not been canceled by our 
sinfulness.  God’s promise to take you and me home to heaven has not been 
changed by medical disaster or the darkness of sin that surrounds us.  Your 
relationship with God is not broken even when family members or friends prove 
unreliable.  Nothing changes God’s promises, and so things are not as they 
appear.  It’s a change in perspective that causes joy in our lives. Things are not as 
they appear.  

This joy is different from any other joy we might experience, because it lasts.  In 
the desert, it’s not uncommon to see a mirage, and to the thirst-stricken traveler, 
the appearance of water would cause unbridled joy – joy that would be crushed 
by disappointment a few minutes later.  Many times in life, our joy seems the 
same way.  We look forward to a gathering with family members or friends, a 
special occasion, or a milestone in life – it will bring such great joy!  But then it 
doesn’t quite live up to expectations, so we find ourselves pretending that 
everything is OK, when we’ve realized that it’s really just an illusion.  But we tell 
ourselves that as long as we can keep the illusion going, then in some way we will 
be happy.  Eventually that kind of joy runs its course, and we run out of strength 



to keep our own spirits up.  Surely there were some in Israel who were at that 
point.  In today’s gospel, it sounds like John the Baptist might have been at that 
same point too.  

Isaiah describes something different, once again describing an impossible scene in 
beautiful poetry: “Then the eyes of the blind will be opened, and the ears of the 
deaf will be unplugged. The crippled will leap like a deer, and the tongue of the 
mute will sing for joy. Waters will flow in the wilderness, and streams in the 
wasteland. The burning sand will become a pool, and in the thirsty ground there 
will be springs of water. There will be grass, reeds, and rushes where the haunts 
of jackals once lay” (Isaiah 35:5-7).  Once again, events that can only happen 
when the almighty God intervenes into the sin-darkened world.  

But that intervention shows us the new path our lives will take with God, and it’s 
a path that offers lasting joy in every situation.  Isaiah describes it as a highway in 
the desert: “A highway will be there, a road that will be called the holy way. The 
impure will not walk there. It will be reserved for those who walk in that holy 
way. Wicked fools will not wander onto it. 9 No lion will be there, nor will any 
ferocious animal go up on it” (Isaiah 35:8-9a).  And by appearances, who among 
us could even imagine walking on a road called the “holy way”?  Surely the 
sinfulness in our lives would make that impossible!  

But because of Jesus, things are not as they appear.  Isaiah explains: “They will 
not be found there, but only the redeemed will walk there. Then those 
ransomed by the LORD will return”  (Isaiah 35:9b-10a).  When Jesus steps into the 
dark world, he places you and me on that way of holiness by washing us clean in 
the blood shed at the cross, paying the price to buy us back to be members in 
God’s family, setting our lives on a course that ends at the gates of heaven.  

Because of that, we can have true and lasting joy even though we know that the 
immediate future may well present some challenges.  Maybe there will be some 
dark days ahead.  But you and I can face them with a confident joy, because we 
know that we won’t face them alone and they won’t last forever.  Our path, the 
way of holiness, ends at our destination of God’s kingdom, where there will be no 
sin obscuring our view, no more sadness or stress distracting us, where we will no 
longer have to say: things are not as they appear, because we will see life as God 
meant it to be lived.  



Isaiah said: “Happiness and joy will overtake them, and sorrow and sighing will 
flee away” (Isaiah 35:10).  What a day that will be!  As we prepare for Christmas, 
let’s look forward to the joy of family and friends, the joy of gifts and traditions, 
and all the other things that make this time of year special.  But let’s not forget 
the lasting joy that we see here too – the joy that lasts long after the decorations 
have been taken down and the last relative is gone – the joy of knowing that God 
has come into a sin-darkened world to save you and me.  Things are not as they 
appear.  Amen.  

 


